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already started

Ski World Cup in Kitzbühel - when professionals conquer the Streif

25.10.2022 / Every year, the best skiers in the world travel to the most legendary sports town in the Alps to
take on the challenge of Kitzbühel at the Hahnenkamm Races. With the highlights of the two Hahnenkamm
downhills and the slalom on the Ganslernhang, the impressive ski race will be held for the 83rd time from 16
to 22 January 2023.

The legendary Streif

Year after year it demands everything from the skiers. It is therefore not surprising that the most demanding
downhill run in the world - the Streif - is the focus of the traditional Hahnenkamm races and that victory is
reserved only for the very best skiers. Jumps of up to 80 metres, steep slopes with gradients of up to 85
percent and speeds of up to 140 km/h make the Streif unique in the World Cup circuit. Athletes reach an
average speed of over 100 km/h on the 3,312-metre-long course and conquer a difference in altitude of 860
metres.

Ticket sales open

One change to the previous Hahnenkamm races has been implemented in ticket sales. Tickets for the 83rd
Hahnenkamm Races will only be available to spectators in advance or online. This means that no tickets can be
purchased on site in 2023!

Tickets for the general standing area are available via the online shop. Grandstand, zone and group tickets for
the next races can only be purchased via the ticket office at ticket@hahnenkamm.com.

Preliminary programme of the 83rd Hahnenkamm Races

Tuesday, 17 January 2023
:: 11:30 am    | Downhill Training 1 - Streif

Wednesday, 18 January 2023
:: 10:00 a.m. | Longines Future HK - Champions - JUNIORS SL1 - Ganslern
:: 11:30 a.m. | Downhill Training 1 - Streif
:: 13:00         | Longines Future HK Champions - JUNIORS SL2 - Ganslern   
                       followed by the JUNIORS award ceremony in the finish area

Thursday, 19 January 2023
:: 11:30 a.m. | Downhill Training 2 - Streif
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Friday, 20 January 2023
:: 11:30 a.m. | Kitzbühel Downhill - Streif   
                       followed by flower ceremony at the finish area
:: 18:00 hrs   | Public raffle of start numbers Hahnenkamm Downhill - Finish House
:: 18:30 hrs   | Public prize giving ceremony Hahnenkamm Downhill - Finish House

Saturday, 21 January 2023
:: 11:30 a.m. | Hahnenkamm Downhill - Streif         
                       followed by flower ceremony at the finish area
:: 14:00 h      | KitzCharityTrophy - Rasmusleiten / finish area
:: 18:00 hrs   | Public start number draw Hahnenkamm Slalom - finish area
:: 18:30         | Public award ceremony Hahnenkamm Downhill - finish house           
                        followed by fireworks Hahnenkamm Race 2023

Sunday, 22 January 2023
:: 10:30 a.m. | Hahnenkamm Slalom 1st round - Ganslern
:: 13:30 hrs   | Hahnenkamm Slalom 2nd round - Ganslern          
                       followed by flower ceremony and award ceremony - finish area

For more information, visit hahnenkamm.com and for all information about Kitzbühel, visit kitzbuehel.com.
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